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Decade of high growth



Economic crisis – stabilise public finances and banking system



Imperative to reinstate exports at centre of economic strategy





Policy focus on job creation, sustainability, competitiveness and
growth
Need to ensure value for money and demonstrate economic return
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Supporting an efficient market for locally trading activities
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National foundation for investment in
scientific and engineering research

Ireland’s inward investment promotion agency

To support the creation of good
jobs by promoting the
development of a competitive
business environment in which
enterprises will operate to high
standards and grow in sustainable
markets

First stop shop for starting and
growing a business. Direct
supports for micro enterprises

Development and growth of Irish
enterprises in world markets
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Appropriateness, efficiency, effectiveness within a Programme Logic Model



Systematic and coherent approach to extent possible



Sets out methodologies and evaluations techniques



Quantitative and qualitative assessment



Aligned with Department of Public Expenditure parameters (CBA)



Econometric modelling and control group analysis applied where data permits

Programme Logic Model
Objectives

Inputs

Outputs

Activities

Outcomes &
Impacts
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Optimise impact of policy interventions



Assess entire system of supports for enterprise



Identify gaps in provision and duplication



Inform strategic policy choices and related resource allocations



Ensure coherence across enterprise policy implementation



Embed system-wide good practice and consistency
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Start up and Entrepreneurship
Programmes

Research, Development
and Innovation

Business Development
Programmes

Ap prox €65m p.a

€Approx 186m p.a

Ap prox €129m p.a

Enterprise R&D supports

Job Creation and Capacity
Building

High Potential Start Ups and
Feeder Programmes

Internationalisation Supports
Seed and Venture Capital

HEI Commercialisation Supports

Capability and Management
Development
City and County Enterprise
Boards

Collaboration Enterprise –
Higher Education

Productivity
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Interventions play different roles along the ‘technology push’ and
‘market pull’ pathway & each plays a different role in Ireland’s
innovation system
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Job Creation and
Capacity Building

Internationalisation

Capability
building,
Management
De velopment and
Me ntoring

EI Company
Expansion Supports
(2005-2010)

EI Internationalisation Supports

EI Leadership 4
Growth (2006-2010)

EI Job Expansion
Fund
(2009-2012)

IDA Capital and
Employment Grants
(2005-2010)

Productivity

(2005-2010)

EI Going Global
(2009-2012)

EI-Business
Management
Initiative
(2006-2011)

EI International
Selling Programme
(2006-2010)

EI Mentoring
Network

EI Lean Business
Offers
(2010-2012)

(2008-2012)
IDA Training Grants
(2005-2010)
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Objectives
•Conduct high-quality academic research oriented to applications & industry needs.
•Better align public investments with longer-term industrial needs and improve linkages and knowledge flow within the innovation
system.

Inputs
•Awarded €316m, expenditure to date €225

•Additional Industry Contribution of €77M to date

Outputs
•11 centres established, 9 currently in place

640 referred publications

•125 PhDs and 32 MSc graduates

11 patents and 30 licence agreements

•392 industrial collaborations (across their 171 formal and non-formal partners)

Impacts
•Helped ‘sell’ Ireland as a destination for R&D & prompted MNCs to establish R&D facilities
•Scale of research attracted high-quality researchers, enabled longer-term research & enabled research themes to span
disciplinary/ institutional boundaries
•More strategic and longer-term collaboration leads to a relatively greater number of IP related outputs
•CSETs is the only intervention that fosters medium to long-term strategic collaborations
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Objectives
•Encourage clients to adopt lean principles to increase competitiveness via productivity improvements

Inp uts
•€14.04m grants approved €6.3m drawdown

€1.07m indirect costs

Outputs, outcomes, impacts
•403 projects with 343 companies

Estimated 6,000 employees trained

•Annual output per employee €37k (20%) higher than control group
•Productivity not at expense of jobs – employment increased 11% versus control group

Re commendations
•The Lean programme should be continued in its present form
•DJEI and EI to undertake an ex-post evaluation at end of 2015 when larger group of companies have
progressed
•EI should develop key indicators for each Lean Transform project in order to establish a baseline.

•Further analysis required on reasons for low take up by medium-sized firms.
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Evaluation of enterprise policy is relatively nascent internationally



Importance of documentation, data and clarity of objectives



Evaluations should inform allocation of resources - a more holistic and
strategic approach
◦ Programmes have very different functions within the supports system.
◦ CBA is often overemphasised as a measure of comparative performance.
◦ Qualitative benefits not always quantifiable but nonetheless vital





Ireland’s Meta-evaluations have provided evidence base for PER Capital
Programme Review (enterprise supports)
Individual evaluation recommendations being implemented at operational level
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Enterprise policy is evolving to a more systems approach (the State as facilitator/
enabler).
Continue to build evaluations expertise and capability
Further develop the understanding of most effective combinations and sequencing of
supports
Further develop approaches to ‘systems’ based supports – (one-to-many)
Policy system needs to generate a mindset change on evaluations – not an audit but a
learning process
Importance of connections with Public Service Evaluation Network and OECD Expert
Group on Industrial Policy
Systems approach provides the panoramic view – evidence base informing National
Enterprise Strategy 2025
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